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Tanja Aitamurto
Tanja Aitamurto is a postdoctoral scholar in the Department of Management Science and Engineering at Stanford University, where she works in the Crowdsourced Democracy Team. Previously, she worked as a postdoctoral Brown Fellow and as Deputy Director of the Brown Institute for Media Innovation at Stanford. Tanja has designed and developed several online platforms and processes for crowdsourced journalism and policymaking, and advised local and national governments in participatory policymaking projects.

David Bartlett
David Bartlett was the 43rd premier of Tasmania, from 2008 until 2011. During his parliamentary career, he also held the portfolios of Minister for Education and Skills, Minister for Innovation, Science and Technology, and Attorney-General. Since leaving parliament, David has been working with regional economies, industry sectors and communities across Australia to prepare strategies for maximising economic and social renewal underpinned by broadband and digital technologies. David is now a Director of Explor Consulting.

Ron Ben-David
Ron Ben-David has served as Chairperson of the Essential Services Commission of Victoria since 2008. The Commission is Victoria's economic regulator and covers multiple sectors, including electricity and gas, water, port, freight rail, taxi, tow truck, and local government. Ron has written and presented on a wide range of topics covering regulation, governance and economics. His papers regarding the energy sector have largely focused on the competitiveness of the retail energy market.
Paula Bennett
Paula Bennett is a former deputy prime minister of New Zealand, and held the Cabinet portfolios of State Services, Women, Tourism, Police, and Climate Change Issues. She became the Member of Parliament (MP) for Upper Harbour in 2014 after having served as MP for Waitakere for six years. She has previously been Minister of Social Development, Minister of Local Government, Social Housing, and Associate Minister of Tourism and Finance. She is currently New Zealand’s deputy opposition leader.

Philip Evans
Philip Evans is a senior partner in the Boston Office of the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and a BCG Fellow. He is a frequent speaker on technology and strategy at industry, corporate and academic conferences and has given keynote addresses at conferences convened by Bill Gates, Michael Milken, TED, the Seoul Digital Forum and the World Economic Forum.

Oliver Hartwich
Oliver Hartwich is the executive director of The New Zealand Initiative, an independent public policy think tank supported by chief executives of major New Zealand businesses. Before joining the initiative, he was a Research Fellow at the Centre for Independent Studies in Sydney, the chief economist at Policy Exchange London and an adviser in the UK House of Lords.

Dominik Hierlemann
Dominik Hierlemann, an expert in public participation and democracy, is a senior project manager at the Bertelsmann Stiftung, Germany’s leading think tank in the field of education and democracy. Dominik was the project leader of the Citizens’ Forum in 2011, initiated by the Federal President, which has been the biggest project in the field of citizen engagement in Germany. Since then, he has created and carried out multiple civic engagement projects with the Federal President and the Chancellor, Angela Merkel.

Marie Johnson
Marie Johnson is the managing director and chief digital officer at the Centre for Digital Business. She has extensive senior executive experience in the public and private sectors in Australia and internationally in
technology and innovation. As a federal government agency chief information officer, chief technology architect and services transformation strategist, Marie has delivered significant technology, innovation and digital services transformation programs across taxation, business, social services, payments and immigration operations in the Australian Government.

E. Allan Lind

E. Allan Lind is the James L. Vincent Distinguished Professor of Leadership, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University. His research interests include psychology of fairness, reactions to authority, organisational behaviour, and citizen and stakeholder reactions to government policies and regulations. Prior to joining Duke, Allan did policy research on law and public policy at the US Federal Judicial Center, the RAND Corporation and the American Bar Foundation.

Colin MacDonald

Colin MacDonald is chief executive of New Zealand’s Department of Internal Affairs, Secretary for Internal Affairs, Secretary for Local Government and Government Chief Digital Officer (GCDO). In his GCDO role, Colin is the information and communications technology (ICT) function leader for government and acts with the authority of a Cabinet directive to lead the transformation of government ICT to support radically transformed public services. Colin is also responsible for the success of the government’s Better Public Services Result 10 initiative: ‘New Zealanders can complete their transactions with government easily in a digital environment’.

Stephen Mayne

Stephen Mayne is a business journalist by profession who spent 10 years on daily newspapers before founding Australia’s best-known independent ezine, Crikey (crikey.com.au), in 2000. He is a former political staffer and local government councillor who also pursues shareholder advocacy as a director of the Australian Shareholders’ Association and campaigns broadly for transparency and accountability across the media, business and political sectors.
Erma Ranieri

Erma Ranieri is Commissioner for Public Sector Employment, Office for the Public Sector, South Australia. She oversees multiple sector-wide reform programs including Change@SouthAustralia, executive development and leadership, and developing a sustainable approach to workforce management.

Tamati Shepherd

Tamati Shepherd is a former chief digital officer, Department of Human Services (DHS). His portfolio of responsibility focuses strongly on government digital and transformation programs, innovation and design, which also included the myGov digital service. In his previous role at the DHS, Tamati was responsible for leading the development of the business case, which included establishing the current Welfare Payment Infrastructure Transformation Programme. He is currently a partner at professional services organisation EY.

Anne Tiernan

Anne Tiernan is Dean (Engagement) for the Griffith Business School, Griffith University. A political scientist with earlier careers in government in the Commonwealth and Queensland, and in teaching and consulting, Anne’s research focuses on the work of governing. Her scholarly interests include Australian politics and governance, policy advice, executive studies, policy capacity, federalism and intergovernmental coordination. Anne consults regularly to Australian governments at all levels.

Sam Vincent

Sam Vincent is commissioning editor at the Australia and New Zealand School of Government.

John Wanna

John Wanna is the Sir John Bunting Chair of Public Administration in the Australia and New Zealand School of Government and Professor in the School of Politics and International Relations, College of Arts and Social Sciences, The Australian National University.